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MAnAgIng STUdEnTS’ USE of PErSonAL TEChnoLogY In ThE CLASSrooM

Community Engaged
Scholarship and Teaching

Most of us have faced the frustration of looking out over our classroom to see students texting, surfing the net on their
laptops, or playing with their iPods—all while we are deeply enthralled with our subject matter. It’s easy to interpret such
behaviors as willful disengagement, but it may not be that simple. A recent study conducted by the Kaiser Family
Foundation found that the average American child age 8 to 18 spends more than seven and a half hours a day with a
smart phone, computer, television or other electronic device, not counting the time they spend texting or talking on their
cell phones. This research suggests that while we may interpret our students’ constant fascination with personal
technology as rude in the classroom, for them it may be business as usual. They are so consistently “connected” with the
outside world that they may not understand why class time should be any different.

March 17, 2010 • 2:00pm – 3:30pm
ITLAL Underground (LI-069)
Community engaged scholarship at UAlbany
has many faces: e.g., a class that
researched untouched archives in a local
museum; or departments who partnered
with local organizations to research violence
against women. In this panel discussion you
will learn about the experiences of UAlbany
professors who are at the forefront of
Community Engaged Scholarship and
Teaching.

Special Event

Meggin McIntosh

Monday, March 22, 2010
Alumni House

What Matters When You Lead?
(And Would Anyone Notice If You
Didn’t?)

Part One: 1:00pm – 2:45pm
Part Two: 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Regardless of your job title or position within
the University, you are either a leader or a
follower – and it’s your choice. Leaders not
only put forth ideas but also support their
ideas with productive actions. They effect
change, and know that they have been
positive, productive forces. After these
sessions, you will be ready to employ what
you’ve learned even if you have not felt
“brave” enough to do so and even if the
culture of your department has not welcomed
true and positive leadership in the past. Learn
to maximize your leadership potential during
these two workshop sessions form Meggin
McIntosh, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of the
University of Nevada, Reno, and the US’s
premier faculty coach.
To register or apply for these events,
please visit
http://albany.edu/teachingandlearning
Telephone: 442-5521
E-mail: teachingandlearning@albany.edu

This may sound like a hopeless case, but it’s not. Our students’ dependence on technology is not irreversible. In fact, the
University classroom is a great place for them to learn to take responsibility for appropriate uses of technology. What
follows are some best practices for managing students’ use of personal and educational technologies in the classroom.
1. Keep students active as they learn.
The best way to deal with inappropriate technology use is to
prevent it by regularly asking students to do work related to that
day’s learning goals. Expecting students to spend long periods of
time listening and/or taking notes will exacerbate the problem of
inappropriate technology use. While we may think of listening and
note-taking as active enterprises, for many students these can
become an exercise in mechanically copying down what’s on a
set of power point slides. We tend to forget that students are
capable of getting information from textbooks, podcasts, or
videos—all things they can access outside of class. Some
professors have found themselves making the basic
transmission of information an entirely out-of-class activity,
making it the responsibility of students. Class time then becomes
more active and interactive: it is a time for students to practice
applying concepts while the professor is there to offer guidance
and feedback. Students in these classrooms are too busy to play
on their cell phones or laptops. The graph on the right depicts
what an active learning sequence might look like.
It is very difficult to eliminate lectures altogether, of course. When
you need to give students information in the form of a minilecture, the key is the timing: try to break long lectures into
smaller chunks interspersed with moments of interaction
between you and your students and among the students
themselves. Use these “breaks” to check students’
understanding by asking them to do something (e.g., solve a
problem, answer a question, respond to a short case, or analyze
a short piece of text) with the content you’ve just presented. This
will help you learn what students are retaining from your lectures
and will reduce their temptation to reach for those cell phones.

A Sequence for Active Learning
1. Students read/watch/listen to acquire
basic concepts before class time.

2. In class, students complete a basic task
(e.g., short quiz, writing assignment, or
solving a problem) to assess their understanding of core concepts.

3. Instructor offers mini-lecture to fill in
gaps in student understanding or address
 ǯǦ
ing.

4. Students complete task (problem solving,
respond to case study, analyze text, etc.) to
apply concepts. They share results with the
class.

5. Instructor assesses application activities
and may present material once more to
ǯǤ

2. Put technology to use in the classroom.
Some professors have found that personal technologies can be used to engage students rather than distract them. Here
are some techniques that have been used with success:
• Ask students to take notes on their laptops and email or post excerpts from the notes for the professor to see.
• At the end of class, ask students to use their laptops to write a short “minute paper” that explains what they took
from the day’s meeting and email it to you (or to each other).
continued on the back
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• If students are working in groups, have them use laptops to record the
activities or findings of their work and email or post them.
• Have students follow along on their laptops with your PowerPoint slideshow
in Design mode (not Run mode). Show them how to take notes in the
bottom of the screen so they can be occupied both mentally and physically
during lecture. Incorporate blank or incomplete slides which they must finish
after—or during—the class. These are spaced about every 4-5 slides.
• Allow/require students to tweet (using twitter, a social networking tool that
allows very short posts) at designated times during class. You may ask
them to articulate their understanding of a concept or summarize what they
have learned to a certain point in the lecture. You can find more information
about this tool at www.twitter.com.
3. Create a set of manageable policies.
State the rules clearly in your syllabus; explain
what your expectations are and why they matter
to the way you view teaching and learning. Most
students use personal technologies as a way of
interacting with their peers, and they need to be
reminded that technology used in the
classroom will be serving a different purpose. It
is important to remind them of those policies
during the first few days of class. Below are
some issues to consider (adapted from
“Wireless in the Classroom,” by Rhett McDaniel
of the Vanderbilt Center for Teaching).
• Purpose
Explain why you have implemented a policy
and how you believe that policy supports
student learning. If you are asking students to
refrain from technology use altogether, you
need to remind them that their behavior can
be distracting for you and their fellow students.
This is a great opportunity to explain your
teaching philosophy and broader expectations
for student behavior during class.

• Consequences
Remember that you don’t want to put yourself in the position of “grading” student
behavior, so resist the temptation to threaten to penalize students’ grades for
inappropriate technology use. If you do use penalties, make sure they are
enforceable and that you are willing to follow through with them. In most cases
a simple reminder to students will be sufficient. If there is evidence of continuing
misuse, discuss the situation one-on-one with the students involved rather than
imposing some restrictive, impossible-to-effectively-enforce rule on all students.

• Exemptions
Keep in mind any legitimate reasons a student might have that require the use
of a laptop or other electronic device for class. The policy should not be so
restrictive that it impedes the rights of those students
with special needs or does not make allowance for
Some sample policy statements
ADA compliance. There may also be situations
from course syllabi:
where students have legitimate reasons for needing
to have access to a phone: some professors allow
• Please be considerate of the instructor and
students to leave phones on vibrate in special
other students, which includes not keyboarding
circumstances but ask students to leave the room
or checking e-mail while information is being
before taking a call.
presented. Please turn off instant messaging
during class time and refrain from playing
4. remember your priorities.
games on your computer.
Don’t allow concerns over potential misuse of
• Please turn off cell phones and pagers when
you are in the classroom. Laptops are
welcome, but, while in the class, please use
your computer only for purposes related to this
course.
• You are welcome to bring laptops, but please
refrain from instant messaging, e-mailing,
surfing the Internet, etc. during class time.
Acceptable uses include taking notes,
following along with the instructor on
PowerPoint, with demonstrations, or working
on assigned in-class activities that require
laptop use.

• Usage
Explain the difference between appropriate and inappropriate usage, and
consider designating “screens-up/screens-down” times—and announce those
as needed. If technology use is not appropriate in your classroom at any time,
state that clearly.
• responsibilities
Appropriate technology use is ultimately the responsibility of your students, but
it is up to you to tell them what is appropriate in your class. For example, you
might want to remind students to silence their cell phones before coming to
class or to put the screen down on their laptops during class discussion time
(“screens down” time).
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technology to get in the way of your core goals. It is
easy to get so caught up in policing students’ behavior
that we forget the real reasons why we don’t want
them to use technologies in the class—or we ignore
the potential value of technology to help our students
learn. It is possible to exploit our students’ fluency with
technology for the purpose of learning while making
clear what is or is not tolerable to other students and
you. The key is to keep your focus on what you want
students to learn in your class and make any policy
decisions based on those goals.
Please contact ITLAL at 442-5521 or
teachingandlearning@albany.edu for more
suggestions about creating a positive
environment for responsible technology use
in your classroom.

resources:
• Rhett McDaniel, “Wireless in the Classroom.” Vanderbilt Center for Teaching.
http://www.vanderbilt.edu/cft/resources/teaching_resources/technology/
wireless.htm#student_considerations
• “Suggestions for Addressing Computer Use in the Classroom.” Northern
Michigan University Instructional Design, Technology and Media.
http://idtm.nmu.edu/laptopuse.php
• “Wireless in the Classroom: Advice for Faculty.” Computing @ UW-Madison.
http://www.doit.wisc.edu/network/wireless/advice_fac.asp
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